
Peter Aeschlimann explains how he became the first SZ Register 
member to own a Bentley Turbo S – a car that takes even the steepest 
mountain pass in its stride thanks to an uprated 402bhp engine
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King of the    mountains

Bentley Turbo S 
AT A GLANCE
• Produced in model year 1995 only
• A run of 75 cars was anticipated –     
   but only 60 examples were built
• 29 were RHD and 31 were LHD 
• All production models were SWB with  
   one LWB pre-production model
• Garrett AirResearch turbo, liquid- 
   cooled intercooler and Bosch 3.1  
   Motronic injection produces 402bhp 
• The same bumpers as those that were 
   introduced on other cars for MY 1996  
• 17-inch alloy wheels
• Dark wood with silver waistrail inlays 
• Individually numbered engine plate 
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I RESTORED MY FIRST CLASSIC car back 
in 1991 and, since then, I have been a real 
car nut. About four years ago, a friend of 
mine let me drive his Rolls-Royce Silver 
Shadow. It was pure fun and I was full of 
admiration for that stylish car. I decided 
that I should have one and in August 2015 
I bought a 1978 Silver Shadow II. But that 
is another story…

I joined the RREC and got to know 
many people in the Swiss club. That 
was where I really noticed the SZs, and 
especially the Bentley Turbo. My cousin 
owned a Turbo R and wanted to sell it. But 
by the time I decided to take the plunge, 
the car was already sold. A while later I 
saw a Turbo S in London and loved it. But 
that car was already sold too. Another 
Turbo R that I went to see was acceptable, 
but had not been used recently and had 
some brake problems.

This year, a friend told me about what 
he thought was a Bentley Turbo R for 

BENTLEY BUILT 60 EXAMPLES of the 
Turbo S in model year 1995. These cars 
used a Garrett AirResearch turbo with a 
liquid-cooled intercooler and Bosch 3.1 
Motronic injection to produce 402bhp 
from their individually numbered 
6.75-litre V8s. All of them featured a 
number of updates, such as bumpers and 
air dams, that would not be introduced 
on other cars until model year 1996.

Although the Turbo S was envisaged as 
a SWB-only model, the pre-production 
car was LWB and its engine plate was left 
blank and not engraved with a limited 
edition number. The next 57 production 
cars were built between September 1994 
and January 1995 and their engines were 
numbered from two to 58  – although 
not all these numbers were allocated to 
the chassis in sequence. In recognition 
of the planned production run of 75 cars, 
the final two examples were fitted with 
engines numbered 73 and 75. 

In addition, four Turbo S engines – 
numbers 59, 60, 61 and 62 – were fitted 
to the following MY 1995 Turbo Rs (two 
were LWB) at a time when orders for 
1996 models were already being taken.

Engine number 59
Turbo R SCBZR03C0SCX55754
A red Turbo R ordered in Hamburg in 
April 1995 with German specifications, 
although the first owner lived in Rome. 
Ordered with “Turbo S engine, wheels 
and tyres,” Turbo R bumpers and badges.

Engine number 60
Turbo R SCBZR03C7SCX55752
German specification metallic green 
Turbo R, ordered in Munich in April 
1995, with “Turbo S performance 
package – mechanical only and limited 
slip differential with 17-inch wheels,” 
Turbo R bumpers and badges but Turbo S 
waistrails and dashboard badge.

Engine number 61
Turbo R LWB SCBZP03CXTCX55753
Ordered in Hamburg in April 1995, a 
Royal Ebony Turbo R LWB with “Turbo S 
engine, wheels and tyres,” Turbo R 
bumpers and badges. Originally a 1995 
car with chassis SCX55753 but it had a 
very complicated specification and the 
VIN was changed to that of a 1996 car.

Engine number 62
Turbo R LWB SCBZP03C8SCX55751
Peacock blue Turbo R LWB ordered in 
Hungary in April 1995 (pictured below). 
It was ordered with “Turbo ‘S’ package 
including wheels and tyres.”

sale by an elderly collector. I was very 
interested, even more so when it turned 
out to be a Turbo S. But the sale was 
complicated and I had to be patient. It 
was a while before I got to see the car in a 
garage about an hour from my home. 

The Turbo S turned out to be an 
immaculate one-owner car in beautiful 
Sherwood green metallic with only about 

60,000km on the clock. It had been 
standing for a long time, but everything 
seemed to be in good order and 
almost all the electric gadgets worked. 
Unfortunately, I was not able to drive 
the car because the man selling it was on 
holiday for ten days, and after that I was 
going to be away for two weeks. 

Luckily, the friend who first told me 
about the car stopped by the day after the 
seller got home, drove the car and bought 
it on my behalf, while my wife and I were 
cruising around the German Mosel region 
in our camper van. I was thrilled when 
he rang up to tell me that I was the new 
owner of a rare Bentley Turbo S. 

As soon as I got home, I went to pick up 
my Turbo S, number 53 out of 60. Since 
the car had not been driven for 13 years, 
I ordered new tyres, and a major service 
with replacement of all liquids and filters 
was carried out. 

In late autumn of 2016, I covered more 
than 1000 kilometres in the Turbo S. What 
I like about this car is its appearance and 
the way it drives. There is so much torque 
and power, but the ride is always smooth. 
The quality of the details is fantastic: the 
parchment leather and very dark wood 
with special silver inlays to the waistrails 
are still as good as new. 

Even on the small, winding mountain 
roads of the Appenzellerland region where 
I live, the Turbo S never feels like a large 
car and I am very proud to be the first 
member of the SZ Register to own such an 
exclusive Bentley.

Turbo S engine cover was not used on any other car, note the individually numbered plaque

The dark stained wood incorporates a Bentley logo and silver inlaid strip along each waistrail

The ‘lost’ Turbo S engines
A run of 60 cars left Crewe with Turbo S 
badges and individually numbered 402bhp 
engines – but four Turbo Rs were also built 
with a Turbo S engine. Marinus Rijkers delves 
into the archives and uncovers the secret

Chassis     Engine
                        no.

SCH56801 .... n/a
SCX56802 ........ 2
SCH56803 .......3
SCX56804 .......4
SCH56805 ....... 5
SCH56806 .......6
SCX56807 ........ 7
SCX56808 .......8
SCH56809 .......9
SCH56810 ......10
SCX56811 ........11
SCX56812 ...... 12
SCH56813 ......14
SCH56814 ...... 15
SCX56815 ...... 13
SCX56816 ...... 16
SCH56817 ...... 17
SCH56818 ......18
SCX56819 ...... 19
SCH56820 .....26
SCH56821 ......24
SCX56822 ......47
SCX56823 ......22
SCX56824 ......23
SCX56825 ......57
SCH56826 ..... 21
SCX56827 ......20
SCX56828 ......27
SCH56829 .....35
SCX56830 .....33

Chassis     Engine
                        no.

SCH56831 ......25
SCX56832 ......28
SCX56833 ......41
SCH56834 .....36
SCH56835 .....42
SCX56836 ......32
SCX56837 ......55
SCX56838 .....29
SCH56839 ..... 31
SCX56840 .....58
SCX56841 ......37
SCX56842 ......45
SCH56843 .....39
SCX56844 .....56
SCH56845 .... 43
SCH56846 .... 40
SCH56847 .... 44
SCX56848 .... 30
SCX56849 .....53
SCX56850 ......54
SCH56851 ..... 38
SCX56852 ......50
SCH56853 .... 49
SCX56854 ..... 34
SCX56855 ..... 48
SCH56856 .... 46
SCH56857...... 51
SCH56858 .....52
SCH56859 .....75
SCH56860 .....73

CHASSIS AND ENGINE  
NUMBERS FOR THE TURBO S

Exclusive
research

Chassis SCX55751 is a 1995 Turbo R LWB but it is fitted with Turbo S engine number 62


